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About This Content

Men of War: Assault Squad 2 - Airborne is the second DLC for AS2. It comes with a set of new features and additional
singleplayer content. Fight as airborne commander behind enemy lines and support allied landing operations. The success of

these operations will depend solely on you!

Finally, you will be able to fight against bots in multiplayer matches through LAN or online with friends. New ranked statistics
for bot matches allow you to keep track of your progress. Level up faster with XP bonuses for friends and increase the

difficulty of your opponents for bigger challenges!

Key features:

Multiplayer bots for LAN, internet games and match-making in four difficulty modes

New personal statistics for bot matches

5 new singleplayer skirmishes in which you fight as a stealth and airborne commander

Free updates:

Steam lobby chat
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In-game friends list and quick join functionality

Async texture loader for enhanced stability of modded games

New session filters for faster server browsing

many more.
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Great fighting game. Definitely worth a buy if you're a NARUTO fan.. Totally recommend this super game! For 3\u20ac and
playable 6 characters (well the story is same at every char) is just amazing!. (4\/10)
Not a full game. Would recommend waiting till more chapters\/episodes are released.

Plot and characters are clearly still in development but art style is refreshingly different and would like to see more in addition
to seeing how choices affect the story. The romance scenes are lacking in interest and originality.

At this point I cannot recommend and would suggest wait buying until it's completed.. Love this game

Good stuff:
-gameplay
-music
-artwork

It's really hard to say if there are any cons worth mentioning. Pretty much any problems it had at launch have been patched out. I
guess its a little short, but for the price it's hard to even complain about that.

This is a neat game. If you like Heretic or Hexen looking things, thats here. Although the ground is flat like in Wolfenstien, but
that's not so much of a bad thing, just something to consider. The level design is cool though, and pulls of some neat tricks.
Atmosphere is spooky and dream-like, if that's what the dev is going for he nailed it.

I hope the developer makes more games like this. Instant buy. Ten outta ten.... fifteen outta ten.. So far I like the concept of the
game and everything you can do I just feel like there is a lot of tweeking that needs to be done. From me getting perma stuck on
walls to having no clue were I guess "quests" are and what I am really post to do.

The rogue guns blazing your own man type of game I like it a lot.. Beautiful art.

Boring fights.

I think the music is good, but it's hard to tell. The fights are over in <10 seconds. Either you win or you die in that time.

I got to the final fight (Soul of the Titan Soul), played it 10 times, got bored and just watched it on youtube before uninstalling.

With such simple mechanics (dodge\/shoot), some of the fights rely on pure luck. The legendary knight fight was at first
exciting, until I realized how to kill him. His arrow randomly lands around the room, often off screen and often far from the
knight. So you must shoot this arrow, then him, in a tiny window span you cannot control for.

I like boss rushes. Furi is one of my favorite games, a that game allows skill expression. Titan Soul not so much.. Grimind is the
story of a creature lost in a darkened underworld. Without a single memory of his life or his place, the creature must navigate
through a series of mysterious caves, strange mechanisms, and horrifying structures. Knowing he must remember to survive, he
sets out to illuminate the darkness not just of the scary world around him, but of his very mind. In the immense darkness lurks
something even more diabolical than simply not knowing who he is or what he is, for he is hunted. Red eyes and snarling
screams echo off the cavern walls and pierce his very soul, shaking him to his core. Fear the dark, find relief in the light, and
escaped the closing corners of your mind. Your Grimind.. Hey wheres Chapter 3? This Chapter ended with a cliff hanger dude.
This game is great. I want MMMOOOORRREEE!!!
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Verry cool story , tho you need to read a lot.. this game is damn good. + 7 hours of content (still grab on sale though)
+ good if you want mindless clicking
+ timed mode and easy\/relaxed mode
+ easy to 100%

- terrible attempt at a storyline
- power ups are a pain to use, plus you never know when you'll get to earn them
- no strategy, just random clicking
- some levels can take a few restarts as it relies on RNG for tiles to drop and the reshuffle of tiles doesn't work if there are
matches under locked cells :\/
- repetitive soundtrack
- no replay value

There are much better games of this style on steam, 4 elements especially, treasures of montezuma 4 if you want more of a
challenge. I thought that you would drag to match 3 but it is only clicking groups of 3 or more to clear tiles. I finished the game
on easy but the timed mode doesn't provide much more - it is the same game, just with a time limit.

I don't recommend the game and if you are interested, I suggest grabbing it on a sale..
"\u041a\u0432\u0438\u043d\u0442\u044d\u0441\u0441\u0435\u043d\u0446\u0438\u044f
\u0435\u0431\u0430\u043d\u0443\u0442\u043e\u0441\u0442\u0438"

11\/10. Well made, but the novelty wears off sometime through the second round or so.
Pretty much unavoidable due to the game genre, I suppose.

"But you got eight hours of play out of it!"
Yeah no, I did let the game run until I got all the cards though.
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